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RIW.ME.
This report was prepared for the hTatioual Adtiory Committee for Aeronautics and is
based upon an analysis of a Iarge number of airplane engiie tests made at the Bureau of
Standards. It contains the resdk of a search for fundamental relatiom between the many
ww.-iables of engine operakion.
The data used came from omr 100 groups of tests made upon se~eral engines, primarily
for military information. The types of engines were the Liberty 12 and three models of the
Hkpano-Suiza. The tests were made in the altitude chamber, where conditions simulated
altitudes up to about 30,000 feet, with engine speeds rauging from 1,200 to 2,200 r. p. m. The
compression ratios of the difkrent engines ranged from under 5 to owr 8 to 1. The data taken
on the tests were exceptionally complete, including many pre.smres a~d temperatures, besides
the brake and friction torques, rates of fuel and air consumption, the jacket and exhaust heat
~o~ses.
With the Liberty engine, operaiing at from 500 to 2,000 r. p. m. and with the Hkpano-
Suiza 300 h. p. operating from 1,400 to 2.,200, it k found that the friction torque increases
appro.simate~y as a linear function of en@e speed at a given air density, and approximately as
a hnear function of density at a constant speed. This means that the friction horsepower
increases appro.ximately as the square of the speed. Actually the reIation of torque and speed
is such that the friction horsepower increases with speed raised t.o a power between the first
and second, this pow-er increasing with speed, approaching the square. The relation depends
upon the engine design and speed and density of the air. Any statements as to the distribution
of the friction losses are based upon incomp~ete evidence; the indications are, howe-rer, that the
pumping losses are about half of the total friction.
There is no doubt that for a giwn process of combustion and at a constant speed the engine
power is directly proportional to the ~eight of charge supplied; in other words, proportional
to the charge density at the beginning of compression. .&s a consequence, if operating conditions
are sensibly constant except for altitude, the engine power -w-iIlbe closely proportional to the
air density. The -volumetric efhciency increases with increase of air temperature at constant
pressure, so that power does not decrease as fast as the air density when the temperature is
raised, due to changes in =mporizaiion and heat transfer.
In order to compare the action of the gasoline engine with the theoretically perfect heat
engine operating on the same cycle, it is necewiry to base the heat balance gf the actual en=tie
upon the heat actually made a~aiIable by combustion, not upon the heat supplied in the fuel.
By summing up the eshaust and jacket heat losses with the brake power, an approximation is
made of the true heat a-railabIe, accurate to within perhaps 5 per cent. Basing the heat. balance
upon the heat thus accounted for, it is f airl-y well est abh%hed that. the ener=gy distribution is
not appreciably altered by change of either altitude or speed. It is, of course, aIkred by
compression ratio changes. The eshaust heat, as per cent of the heat accounted for, is practically
the same as the theoretical rejection of heat computed for the same compression ratio.
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L 1N7!RODUCTION.
This report was prepared for and by the directiou of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, and is an analysis of a large nymbcr of tests made in the altitude laboratory of
the Bureau of Standards. Many of the tests used in this report were made upon engines
supplied by the Aviation Section, Signal Corps, United States Army, and the Army Air Service,
Engineering Division, McCook Field._ Much of the. work was made possible by the hearty
cooperation and aid of the National Advisory Committee for ihronautics, the Army Air Servicej
the hTavy Department, and the Bureau of Mines.
The very nature of this report depends upon data taken during a, long period of time,
under the sup er-risiori of Messrs. W. S. James and S. W: Spmrow. Dr. H. C. Dickinson and
D. R. Harper, 3d, contributed much to the value of the papw. Mr. H. S. Whitti aided i-n
intm-preting the various test conditions. Dr. Donakl MacKenzie helped by his intercsti in
working up Lhe results. The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to these, al:d to
.
others with whom he was associated during this -work.
The purpose of this study was to glean any general information which could lm f ouud
from a comparison of many groups of tests, each group having been made for some special pur- ‘
pose, generally for -military information. The tesis here considered were made upon scveral
engines of the Liberty 1Z-cylinder and the Hispano-Suiza S-cylinder typ c. Various compression
ratios were used. All of the tests were made iu the altitude chamber, and the determinations
included brake torque, rates of fue~ and air consumption, jacket and exhaust heat Josses, as well ,
as pressures and temperatures at many points in and about the engines. These tests wmo
made at several speeds and with air pressures corresponding to different altitudes, but generally
with a coust ant air temperature. With some exceptions, the mixture ratio and time of ignition
were adjust ed to give maximum power , as most of the tests were made in the war period, when
maximum power was always the goal. Certain operating conditions ha~e been s.elcctul as
laboratory standards, such as air supply temperature, although the standard jacket water
temperature is not the same for the Liberty as for the Hispano-Suiza. Some Mer tests hv-re
been made to determine, the effect on horsepower and general performance of special variations,
such as of mixture ratio, air temperat~es? jacket temperat~res~ different ofis~ etc. (%memlly,
but not always, some means was provided for reducigg the gasolime supply sufEciently to secur~
a proper mixture ratio at the extreme altitudes. b auxiliary device of this kind is necessary
because the altitude adjustment on stock carbtietors is inadequate above about 45 cm.
barometer (15,000 feet). Complete determinations of friction torque at various spmds and
altitudes were rnad.e as a part of the later tests. During these friction runs. no fuel vw supplied,
and there was no ignition spark passing in the cylinders, but otherwise the operating coudi~ions
of air, oil, water, etc. ~ were the same as in the power runs. On the earlier tests not enough
power was available to operate the larger engines at normal speeds, so th~ frictiol~ runs cover
only the lower speeds.
III any analysis of engine performance the change of indicated power rather than brake
power is the fundamental relation to be considered, and the first step in obtaining the indicated
power is to study the friction losses, which are the subject of Part II. By adding the friction
and brake torques the indicated torque is obtained and its relation to the engine speed and
air density are studied in Parts 111 and IV. Other. variables introduce so many complications
that it is necessary to first obtain a general idea of the relations of torque, speed, and density
with other conditions fairly constant, as in Parts 111 and IV, before tfi.king up the effect of
other variables. Two of the latter, viz, air-supply temperature zmd mixture ra~io, are con-
sidered in Parts V and VI, respectively.
An internal-combustion engine is essentially a “heat engine,>’ and a knowledge of the
distribution of the energy supplied to it is desirable. The energy which might be obttiined by
the combustion of the fuel should be considered in two parts, viz, that which is not developed
by the combustion as it takes place in the engine and that which is so developed and rendered
available for transformation into useful work. The.latter must then bc f urthcr divided into
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the two parts of thah actually transformed to work and that rejected as heat. In this manner
s logical comparison mm be made between the actual engine performance and that to be
expected from the theoreticwd cycle.
n. FRICTION LOSSES.
l&-TEODZi(2TORYREIMRKS.
Brake power is the uItimate and practical measure of the usefulness of an engine. Ind~-
cated power, or brake plus friction, is the red measure of the performance of an en@ne. l?ric-
t.ion losses are a necessary evd, and must be reduced to as smaII a quantity as is practicable.
For inteILiient improvement of mechanical efficiency, it is important to know the relative mag-
nihde of the various factors ~hich make up the friction losses. The study of friction losses is
here mwde for these two purposes, namely, (1) as a means of obtainQ the indicated power, and
(2) to learn as much as possible concerning the relative distribution of the various items which
compose the ~zfriction.”
In testtig airplane engines in the altitude laboratory of the Bureau of Standards, each
en@e is usuafly put through a “friction run, ” duringg which the ignition and fuel are shut off
and the en@e is turned over by operat inggthe electric d.ynamomet er as a motor. The fiorc~ue
required to turn the en@e over is measured at each of several speeds and altitudes.
llur~~ the friction runs fihe air, oil, water, and general en@e temperatures and conditions
are maintained as nearly as possible the same as in the power runs. Unless otherwise specified,
alI friction rum were made tifih throttle ftiy opened.
The friction losses of the Liberty 12-c~Jinder aviation engines mere obtained from altitude
laboratory tests Nos. 141 to 144, 146, 14!3, 152, 153, and 160. The engjnes used in these tests
had compression ratios of approximately 5.6 to 1, except in tests Xos. 152 and 153, where ib
was 7.2, and in test liTo. 160, where it was 5.4. The fric~ion losses of the Hispano-Suiza, model
H, 300 h. p., 8-cylinder engine were obtabed from altitude laboratory tests NTOS.161 and 162,
on an engjne with compression ratio of 5.3.
METHODS&\m DETAILS OF ELA??~LIN~TEST D~T~.
The dah used in obtain@ the relations betmeen friction mean effective pressure and
speed or density were selected for abou~ normal operat@ conditions. In tests where cond i-
tiom were abnormal the data were rejected, or, if plotted, used solely as a qualifiative indication.
The air temperature vm.s generaIl~ maintained constant, so, for convenience, the barometer has
been used as equivalent to density. The fricfiion mean effec~ive pressure values were grouped
and plotted in two ways—(l) for nearly constant densiky plotted versus r. p. m., and (2) for
nearly constant speed plotted versus density, thus accomplish@ the same resdt as plo~tingg
to the three dimensions of f. m. e- p., r. p. m., and density. Figures 1–H and 2–H are examples
of this method. In Iocatirg the faired curves aIl three dimensions ha-ve to be considered, as,
for example, in figure 1–H the c-ur-vefor f. m. e. p. versus r. p. m. at 64 cm. barometer is placed
above the average of the points because in i@re 2–H the f. m. e. p. dues at this barometer
are evidently too smalI at nearly M speeds.
Figures l–L, l-H, and 2–H show the original data upon which the friction results and
conclusions are based, the letter L after a figure number signify~~ Liberty engines, II, Hispano-
Suiza engines. The subsequent @ures 3 and 4 are reproduced from the faired curves of f@res
1–L, l–H, 2-H, and the omitted 2–L curve, but coJlecfied upon one sheet and with the points
omitfied. The curves have been &xtrapolated for speeds below 600 r. p. m. in figure 4-L and
below 1,400 r. p. m. in figure 4-H. The curves have also been extrapolated for barometers less
than 30 cm. in figures 3, except for one estimate based on a closed throttle run on the H~pano-
Suiza (fig. 2-H, 1,800 r. p. m.]. In figure 3 the curves have been extrapolated to their inter-
cepts on zero barometer; the estimate of pump~o losses presented in flgyres 5 and 6, and dis-
cussed under a separate head~r, being based upon the intercepts thus found. These inter-
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cepts have also been used &o estimate the friction of the engine exclusive of the pumping workj
presented M the zero barometer curves cm figure 7, f. h. p. versus r. p. m.
Only one set of friction runs wherein the engine was throttled was available. This was
made upon a Hispano-Suiza engine, 300 h. p., and is shown in figure 2-H, 1,800 r. p. m. Such
results were converted to approximately the equivalent value -with open throttle by subh-acting
from the observed throttled friction m. e. p. the change of pressure difference between the m-
haust and intake manifoIds. This, on an indicator card, would amount to placing the suction
line across the full length of the card, at the manifold pressure under open throttle conditions,
As the suction line is in fact less than the full length of the card, and as the manifold prcssuro k
greater than the suction pressure in the cylinder; it is possible that the net msulfi of this approxi-
mateion may not be far from the truth. There are also unknown changes of area of tho lower
loop of the card, due to change of compression line, of fuel vaporization, etc., with change of
throttle position. The above metthod has been used in a latier chapter (see fig. 4, Part IIJ.) for
converting the mean effective pressure at throttle to an equivalent value at open throWe,
and gives results which correspond, within experiment a] limits} with tihe mean effective pres-
sures which were obtained with tke same weight of air when the throttle was open, and with the
air at reduced density, When no altitude chamber is available this method may be used to
approximate the power outpui of an engine at altitude from throtitlecl runs.
ESTIMATEOF l?UMEINGI.OsSES.
By extending the curves of friction versus barometer to zero density, “as on figures 3, inter-
cepts are obtained which may and probably do fairly accurately represent the friction mean
effective. pressure of the engine when there is no air to pump. The difference bcttwem tho
friction losses at zero density and those at another density, but at the same speecl, is an approxi-
mation of the pumping loss. The pumping 10SSthus derived includes any effects of change
of gas pressure upon piston friction, but later tests have shown that these me practically
negligible.
The mean effecti~e pressure required to pump “the charge apparently varies directly with
the air density at a given engine speed, as shown Orifigures. 5, agreeing with the hypothesis that
the weight of air handled at constant speed, and hence the pumping work, should vary directly
with the density.
The proportion of the total friction -which is used in overcoming the pumping losses is
shown for the Liberty engine on figure 6–L,. and for the 13.ispano-Suiza 300 b. p. engine on
figure 6–H. It is evident that the two engines have very different pumping charac~eristics.
CONCLUS1ONSRESPECTINGFRICTIOX LOSSES.
An empirical and approximate statement, applicable to the speccl and density ranges herein
covered, is that the friction torque (m. e. p.) increases as a linear function of speed at Q constant,
air density, and as a linear function of air density at a constant speed. This applies t.o both
the Liberty 12-cylinder and the Hispano-Suiza 8-cylinder engines and is shown on figures 3
and 4. A.ctually, the true relations of friction torque, engine speed, and fiir density am much
more complex and can not be deduced from the available information. It. is known, however,
that the friction torque is such that the friction_ horsepower wdl increase with engine sped
raised to between the first and secoud power, approaching the square of the speed at the higher
speeds! figure 7. The exacti relation is dependent on the engine, as well as on the speed and
air density. Also, at a given speed, the friction horsepower increases with some varying power
of the air densityl because of the change of the p-umping work. The friciion horsepo~ver at
constant speed is found to increase slightly more rapidly khan does the density.
hTo systematic change of friction could be comected with change of compression ratio,
from the data used in this report, although a slight change is to be expected.
SO>lE FACTORSOF AIRPLANE EXGINE PERFORMAl\TCE.
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III. EFFECT OF DENSITY OF AIR UPON POWER.
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
‘lXe indicated power of a four-stroke cycle internal combustion engine may be defined m
the power developed inside the cylinders derived from the combustion of the fuel, and is obti~imxl
by adding the friction power (including pumping losses) to the brake power. change of piston
friction due to the inc:eased pressures in the cylinder when the engine is operating seemed to
be the most probable ‘source of error when determining the indicated power by this method,
However, a consideration of all the evidence, including actual indicator diagrams, leads to the
conviction that indicated power is correct when obtained from brake plus friction.
CHANGE OF INDIC.4TEDMEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE WITH BAROME’i’RICPRESSURE.
For a given engine the indicated horsepower may be expressed as i. m. e. p. times speed
times a constant. It is shown later that the work obtainable from unit weight of air is. inde-
pendent of speed but is dependent upon conditions of operation, for example, mixture ratio.
Hence, at a given density, variation in i. m. e. p. must be due .+ber to a difference in the amo~lnt
of air taken in per stroke or to a difference in the degree to which it is utilized. I?igures 1 and
2 are presented, as a composite photograph, to show the magnitude of such variations under
the conditions noted.
Values of brake mean effective pressures used for computing indicated mean effwtivc
pressure on figure1 are from testson Liberty 12-cylinder aviation engines with 5.4, 5.6, and
7,2 compression ratios (altitude laboratory tests, hTos. 144, 147; 155, 156, 157, 159, and 160).
Similar values used on figure 2 are from tests on a Hispano-Suiza, model H, 300 h. p. engine
with compression ratio of 5.3. (Tests ITos. 161 and 162.) These engines were operated at
speeds of from 1,200 to 2,000 r. p. m. for the Liberty and from 1,400 to 2)200 r. p. m. for the
Hispano-Suiza. The barometric pressure ranged from ground (75 cm.) to that corresponding
to about 25,000 feet altitude (3O cm.). Only wide-open throttle runs were used on figures 1 and
2. In all cases the fuel was an aviation gasoline -which meets the specifications of the Aircraft
Production Board for export to the American Expeditionary Forces.’
The indicated mean effective pressure versus altitude curves of the two engines, figures 1
and 2, are not comparab~e above about 15,000 f cct (45 cm. barometer), because the Llherty
engine tests, except RTO.160, were made with special altitude adjustment on carburetor, whereas
the Hispano-Suiza tests were made to determine the engine performance when equipped with
stock carburetors -without special altitude adjustment.
CHANGE OF INDICATED MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE WITH DENSITY AT BEGINNING Ol?
COMPRESS1OA’.
The factor which determines the weight of charge in a given engine cylinder is the density
at the beginning of compression. This density is a function of the pressure and the tcmpma-
ture of the gases at ~his time. The volume occupied by the charge is the volume of the cylind m
less the volume occupied by the residual gases held in the clearance space. (At normal spmds
the exhaust vaIve is supposed to be closed in time to prevent the escape of incoming charge,
and the end of the charging period and the begiming of compression may be considered as
coincident. )
The pressure and temperature of the charge at, the beginning of compression and tlm
volume occupied by the products of the prbtious combustion are unknown. However, certain
well justified assumptions can be used in connection with measured quantities to compub the
approximate density of the charge at the beginning of compression. This method will he
described Iater.
1For properties and distillation curve of this fuel, see Report No. 47 of the Fourth Annual Report of the National Advisory Committee for
Aerormutiw, Power Characteristics of Fuels for .4ircraft Engines, p. 6 and Plot 1.
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Some of the tests imIuded propelIer Io&d runs in which the engine was throttled. It -WE
considered of interesfi to inwzstigat e the reI&tive change of mem effective pressure in the two
methods of reducing the density, one by changing the operating pressure surrounding the
engine, and the other by throttling the incoming charge. Ti_hen the engine is throttIed the
suction pressure is caused to f alI com~iderably below the atmospheric pressure, with the result
diagrammatically indicated on figure 4 as the change from the solid to the dotted lines, the
exhaust pressure remaining substantiality in the same rekdion with respect to atmospheric
pressure. J_Then the density is equalIy reduced by iacrease of aItitucle, the changes in ex-
haust, suction, and atmospheric pressures are such that alI three remain in about the same
relation as before the change of altitude was made. In order to approximate the equivalent
indicated mean effecti~e pressure at open throt.tie from tests with the throttle partly closed,
the value of friction mean effective pressure at open throttle was increased by the mean effec-
tive” pressure represent ing the increase in the lower loop of the indicator diagram, figure 4, and
this totaI friction was added to the obsemed brake mea~ effective pressure ai partiaIIy closed
throttle positions.
The density of the charge at the beginning of compression was approximated by compu-
tations based on the following premises: (1) The total weight of charge per cylinder is the
sum of the weights of air and of gasoline supplied per cycIe. (2) The totaI -rolume of the
charge at the beginning of compression may be co~=idered as the total @rider -roIume Iess the
volume occupied by the residual gases expanding from cIearanee volume and exhaus~ pressure
to the suction pressure. (3) The density at the begiming of compression is the weight of
charge per cylinder per cycle (1) di~icled by the ~oIume of charge per cylinder per cycle (2).
In detail, the assumptions made in order to compute the datz for pIotting figure 3 include
the folIowing:
(1) That the exhaust pressure in the cyhnder is atmospheric pressure.
(z) That the suction pre=~e &side the cylkder, a or 6 on figure 4, is the pressure meas-
ured in the intake manifold close to the intake valves (actuaIIy this intake pressure as measured
has too great an absolute value and would lie abo~e the suction pressure on the card, thus
indicating a smaIIer lower loop than would be shown by an indicator).
(3 J That the exhaust gases Ming the clearance -rolume of the cylinder would expand
from the exhaust pressure to the suction pressure according to the reIaiion P T71”3= C.
(4) That the corners of the lower loop card were sharp, as in figure 4, and not rounded as
they are in fact. (This assumption gives too large an area for the ~ower loop; assumption 2 .
gi-i-es too small an area} so the errors tend to neutralize each other.)
(5) Thzt all of the fuel supplied was completely ~aporized at the beginning of compression. -
The data used in studying the change of indicated mean eflecti~e pressure with de~ity
at the beginning of compression, shown on figure 3, were from a test (hTO.160) which ~cluded
both open throttle and “propeller” or throttle runs, and which was made upon a Liberiy
I %cylinder aviation engine with 5.4 compression..-
CONCLUSIONS.
change of indicated mean effecti~e pressure can be taken as directIy proport.ionaI to chmge
of density of the & supplied when the conditions of operation are constant, except for density
changes produced b! pressure, and of the best. When the conditions are not the best, the power
usuaII~ drops off shgh@ faster than the density. One of the essential conditions for bes~
operat Ion is that the mkure of air and gasoline be in proper portions. The carburetors or~-
narily supplied with the engines have insuflkient altitude adjustment, so the mixture is too rich
above about 15,000 feet (45 cm. barometer).
The change from 5.4 to a 7.2 compression increases the mean eftecti~e pressure at a given
density, aIthcmgh the change is not ~ery obyious on figure 1. The data are too incomplete to
w-arrant a statement of the amount of increase, as the 7.2 compression en=tie was tested only
at aItitudes of 15,000 and 25,000 feet (M arid 30 cm. barometers). Increase of mean effecti~e
—
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prw.swe -with increase of cornprwsion ratio is expected because of greater ratio of expansion,
and a ~ossibIe improwment in combustion.
A cmnparison of figures 1 and 2 show-s that fihe indicgted mean effective pressure of the
Hispano-%iza engine is slightly greater than that of the Liberty, at the same air density and
compression ratio. This is explained by the less amount of heating with the Hispano-Suiza
manifold jackets. When the air suppIy is at O“ C. (32° F.) the manifold temperature of the
Hispano-%iza is about – 10° C. (14° F.], -whiIe that of the Liberty is about + 5° G. (41” F.).
For a given temperature and a given pressure of air supply, the actuaI density of the air entering
the cylinders is reduced by heat~~, aIthough it is also increased by the cooling resulting from
the evaporation of the gasoIine. ~s~~ the manifoId density instead of the supply density, the
two engines gi~e the same mean effecti~e pressure for the same density.
Apparently the relation between indicated mean effecti~e pressure and air supply density
is based upon the fact thzt the chanam of indicated mean effective pressure is proportional to
/
the change of density of the charge at the beginning of compression, irrespective of whether
the density is changed by altitude or by throttling.
IT. WORK PER UNIT WEIGET OF AIR.
one method of rating engines is by the horsepower per cubic inch or Iiter of piston displace-
meRt. This maybe somewhat rnideacling, as it is based on the voIume, not the weight, of charge.
The piston displacement of an engine is constant, but the weight of charge drawn in on the
suction stroke is controlled by the density of the air and by the ~ohrnetric efficiency. For
exampfe, with’ a ,gi~en engine operating with fixed air pressure and temperature, it is possible
to alter greatIy the horsepower per cubic inch dispIacementt by simply changing the “choke”
of t.hc carburetor. The indicated -work obtained from unit we~ht of charge was seIected as a
means of showing how- well the engine or engines utilized the ener=g supplied, independently of
the amount drawn in.
For a fish approximation the weight. of air was substituted for the w-ight of charge. The
resuIts show that, except for changes due to different compressions and Merent fixture ratiosl
——
the indicated -work obtained from unit weight of air & practically constant, and Lhat it makes
little difference whether the weighi of air per unit time is changed by speed, altitude, air tempera-
ture, or volumetric efficiency (throt.tIing the engine cha~~es volumetric efficiency).
The subject of -roIumetric efficiency is taken up in Part Y in connection with the effects of
change of air temperature upon engine performa~ce, but it is not out of pIace to consider it here, in
connection with possibIe increase of er@ne output by increase of air supplied. The voIumet.ric
efficiency is controlled by many Werent and independent factors, among which are engine
speed, temperature, and pressure changes in the air from entrance to cyhnder, aS well = the
desi~~ of the whole induction system, inchiiing intake vaI~es and ports, valve timing, and mani-
folds. The magnitude of these factors is generally unknown, except for their combined effect
upon volumetric efficiency.
These -mrious reasons for change of volumetric efficiency were considered, and an attempt
was made to anaIyze the ma=titude of the effects of some of them. Apparent Iy the change in
total pressure drop is relatively unimportant at open throttle. The temperature change from
entrance to inside the cylinder is, however, a -very important factor. GeneralIy some means is
provided for heating the air suppIy to an engine which of itself reduces the volumetric efficiency,
but is counteracted to a greater or Iess extent by the heat absorption clue to evaporation of the
gasoline. The net resulk maybe either way, with an added effect of heat transfer to or from the
jacket rater and piston when the gas is inside the c-ylinder.
The friction Iosses in the induction system maybe subdivided into those due to (a) rubbing
friction, (6) losses incident to transformations from one form of energy to another. The author
has been unable to make the laws of gas friction (flow through pipes) account for changes of
wIumetric eficiency~ and is inclined to beIieve that a ~meat portion of the friction loss is inci-
dent al to transformations from potential to kinetic energy and the reverse. On the whole,
the flow through the induction system is essentially a modMed “ &rotitling” or “constant
heat’7 process, adiabatic but not isentropic.
-—
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Returning to the subject of the indicated work from unit weight of air, tho density of tho
charge at the beginning of compression is a direci measure of the weight of air drawn irito each
cylinder at each suction stroke, The usc of the weighfi of air per cyIinder pm cyclo avoids the
kdious computations which are incident to obtaining the charge density, In tha ewnt that
on] y one engine is considered> Lhe process is further abbreviated by taking weight of air pm
revolution, which is a constant tirnes the weight per cylinder per cycle.
The points in figure 1 represent Lhe indicated work (ordinates) plotted verems the lvcight of
air (absciss~), or, more strictly, the foot-pounds of indicated work per cylinder pm cycle versus
the corresponding weight of air used per cylinder per cycle. Figure 1 was plotted as a gen-
malizationj wing data from many tests of both the Liberty and the 13ispa.no-Suiza engines.
The tests plott~d include all of the several compression ratios previously mentioned, with the
engines operating at the several speeds, altitudes; mixture ratios, and thrott.lo position. On
the whole, the points indicate a definite relation between the indicated work and the weight
of air supplied, although there is a considerable scattering. The line shown as the curve is
really the center of a zone or band, and was located without reference to the points (circles)
representing the 7.2 compression data.
As there were many variables incluclcd in the tests shown in figure 1, data from one engine,
a I.iberty 12 with 5.4 compression, was plotted on figuro 2, using coordinates proportional to
those- of f~gure 1. That is, the indicated mean effective pressure is used in place of tko foot-
pounds of work per cylinder per cycic, and pounds of air clivide.d by r. p. m. are emplwycd as
equivalent to the weight of air per cylinder per c,yele. On figure 2 all the variables are [.]irni-
nated except mixture rtit,ios and possibIe changes in the efficiency of combustion at diflcrcnt
densities. Tho mixture ratio would be espected to have considerable influence upon tho work
obttiined from a pound of air (when mixed with gasoIine), hence the points where the data
would plot are marked by numerals which are the values of Lhe corresponding mixiurc rwtios,
On the tests pIotted in figure 2 the weight of air supplied per cycle was changed mainly by
alterations of the density through change of pressure, aIthough changes of speed from 1,200 to
ZJ()()o r. p. ~l. caused smaller changes in the air weight per cycle at such altitude, and on SOme
of the runs the engine was throttIed. In the latter case the changes due to change in th lower
Ioop of the indicator diagram have been handled ‘as previously explained.
‘t’he indicated mean effective pressure is found to be nearl], but not quite, proportional to
the weight of air suppIied per cycle. A reduction in the density of the air causes a sIightIy mom
than proportionate decrease in the mean effective pressure, especially at the smaller densitim,
The mixture proportions have considerable efiect upon the worli to be obtained from a pound
of air, other conditions being constant, and this subj cct of effect of mixture ratio is discussed
in another part of this report. The speed of the engine has no effect, at least for the speed
range covered by the data on figure 2,
The explanation of the more rapid falling off of indicated bean effective pressure per pound
of air at the greater altitudes was not ob~ious. It was suspected that this might bo duo to
Iess complete combustion at reduced densities. Some few exhaust gas ana]yses had previ-
ously beeu made on a similar engine which was being tested in the altitude chamber, Theso
analyses were examined to see if they showed an3?change in efficiency of combustion with change
of altitude. The determinations of oxygen in the exhaust gas, as shown by theso analyws, are
plotted versus barometer on figure 3, and .a~parently indicate a greater amount of unco@ined
oxygen at, the higher altitudes. In obtammg the sampIes of exhausfi gas reasonable precau-
tions were taken to prevent air leaking in, since the result of a leak wouId be to increase tho
oxygen content of the sampIe as the pressure was reduced in the altitude chamber. The excess
oxygen in the exhaust at altitude would also be a result of a decrease in the efficiency of com-
bustion. Ihi.dence from recent tests with a constant mixture ratio hardly support the assump-
tion that the eficiency of combustion changes appreciably with altitude. But, c-vcn so: it would
nob follow that, with mixture adjusted for mavhnwn power, theremay not be k change in the
process of combustion.
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of the air’) w-as computed by the
in -which 20.9 is the per cent by volume of o~~gen in air and Oa is the per cent by ~olume of
ow~en in the exhaust gas. The efficiency of utdization as computed from the curw of fi=gure3
is grre~ on figure 4. Apparently about 5 per cent less of the oxygen is used at 30,000 feet alfi-
tude than at the ground when the mixtures is adjusted for maximum power.” As to the unburnt
fueI, them were f e-w determinations of h-j-drocarbons in the exhaust ~ and such as were obtained
.
were ~=itiated b-y the presence of derivatims from the lubricating oil.
If the weight of air supplied to the engine per cTcle at any given barometric pressure be
rmdtipfied by the appropriate coefficient of utilization estimated from fi=we 4, it wilI cause the
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cume of figure 2 to become the dotted straight line passing through the origin. This indicates
that the indicated mean effective pressure is directly proportional to the weight of air actually
utiLized in combustion when the mktwre is adjusted for maximum power. ?lor other mix-
tures the Iine of proportionality probabIy will not pass through the origin, but will ha~e an
intercept on the absciwe ; in other words, some air wilI necessarily. be unused if there is an excess
of air, or may be only partially effecti~e if rich mixtures cause recomplete combustion.
The conclusion draw-n from the datti retie-wed in this chapter is that it is possible to use the
~~g]lt of air sllpp~edper Sfroke as a measure of the indicated mean effecti~e pressure, or
tice ~ersaj o~er ranges of co~~iderable b aromeiric pressure, provided the mixture ratio is main-
tained sensibIy constant, and, of course, with a constant compression. As for the basic rela-
tionship, air utilized -remus engine pow-er, it is appreciated that more w-ork must, be done in
the field of gas analysis before absolute conclusions can be stated, but the relation indicated by
the data here considered is the same as that “which -would be expected from theoretical consider-
ations; namely, that indicated torque is proportional to the weight of air utilized in th~ com-
bustion, entirely independent of altitude, and approsimat.ely independent of speed or of small
changes in mixture ratio.
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V. EFFECTS OF CHANGE OF TEMPER.4TURE
It is customary to supply hext to the mixture of air and gasoline in order to aid cmburction
and distribution, although this heating reduces the engine power at open thro ttk. Heating
the air supply at constant pressure does not reduce power in proportion to change of air-supply
density. It hms previously been shown that engine pbwer is proportional to air drmsity when
the pressure is changed at constant temperature. These apparently contradictory facts led
to ~he work on which this chapter is based, involving the change of volumetric efficiency with
air temperature, and from which it is concluded that the engine power is directIy prop~mtional
(when conditions am normal) to the weight, m density, of the charge in the cylinder at the
beginning of compression.
*
The outline followed in studying the effects of varying -air temperatures was to first find
whether the air temperature affected the indicated work obtainable from unit weight of air or
of gasoline. Under the conditions and withinthe limits of these tests no change was discovered.
Continuing the study, it wm. found that the volumetric efficiency increases as the air temperature
is increased.
perhaps it will be well to say that volumetric efficiency m used in this report is defined m
the weight of air actually drawn into the engine in a gi-ren time, divided by the weight of tiir
required to fill the piston displacement for the same time interval, this lfittw weight being com-
puted for the cIensity existing at the entrance to the carburetor. When volurnctrie cfliciency is
figured in L]lis manner, it givesthe net results of the engine performzm(ce just the same m does
tk engine power, and both are affected by any changes in the induction system. For exam”ple,
a refrigerating coil could be placed in the intake mariifold ancl (assuming the fuel to be non-
condensable) with absolutely no other change the engine. power could be greatly increased as a
result of the greater -weight of charge drawn in. The volumetric efficiency couId thus k m tide
greater than 100 per cent.
It was necessary to find the reasons for’ the improvement in the -volumetric. cd%ciency with
increase of air temperature, so a study was made of the temperature changes in the intake mani-
fold, revealing that there is greater cooling by evapora$icm of fuel and less heating by jackets
as the air temperature is increased. Both of these effects tend toward a higher volumetric
efficiency> or, in other words, an increase of relative density inside the cylinder at the higher
air temperatures.
One of the sugg:~tions arising from this work is that it maybe possib~e to breakup a hwvy
fuel by intense heating of the air, subsequently cooling the charge in order to minimize the loss
of power.
In testing in the altitude chamber, the air temperature is gencralIy rnaintaincd constant
for each and the same for all tests. However, there are tests in which the air supply tempcr~atum
was varied, using a Liberty 12-cylinder aviation engine with 7.2 compression ratio, runnin%
at 1)700 r. p. m. with open throtile at aItitudes of 14,000 and 25,000 feet, .ancl using (‘X” gasoline
for fueI. The i~ttike manifolds had the usual water jackets.
Figure 1, w70rkper pound gasoIine -rersus temperature, is plotted from all the datti of ~hesc
variable temperature_ tests, dividecl into groups, each group consisting of a cer~ain range of
mixture ratios. I?igure 2, work per pound air versus temperature, is plotted from data carefully
selected for about maximum power mixtures and for constant relation between the pressures
of carburetor supply, engine exhaust, and aItitude chamber.
The abscissa of figures 1 and 2 are manifold temperatures, which could be converted to air
supply temperatures by changing the scaling. As the indicaied work per pound of gasoline
(fig. I) and per pound of air (tig.2)does not change with temperature, the numerical values of
the temperature scale are immaterial. A comparison of the three ranges of mixi,ure ratio,
shown by the three sections of figwe 1, indicates that ihe work obtained per pound of gasoline
increases as the mixture becomes Ieaner. This result is aIso shown in the chapter on mixture
ratios, In the lower section of figure 1, mixture ratios of from 18 to 22, the points inclicate a
possibility that the work may increase slightIy at high temperiitures -with these very lean mix-
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tmres, but as this plot includes quite a range of mktnres, it.k also possible thafi there maybe some
accident al coincidence, such as a grouping of the leaner mixtures at the higher temperatures
-which -would give the same appearance. Data sufficient to settle this pointi are not at present
a-railabIe.
Another feature which should not be owrlooked when studying this subject is the existence
of what may be termed a critical temperature for each gasoline. To explain this, i~ has been
found that “X” gadine does not c=rburet well if the air supply is much cooler than the freezing
point of water. Reports from sources outside of the Bureau of Stmuiarcls indicate that a tem-
perature of at leash 15 or 20° C. (60 or 70” F.) is necessary to handle commercial gasoline.
The tests considered in this chapter are not below the “critical temperature” of the fuel used.
Fig~es 1 and z shorn that the inficated work obtatixble from unit weight of charge is not
wried by change of temperature. As the volume of an engine cylinder is constant.} and as the
weight of charge is proport.iona~ to its density, and as heating the air does not decrease power
as fast as it does density, it follows that the air supply density is not proportio~al to the charge
densit~ inside the c@der.
Densit.v changes of charge, due to changes in temperature, and perhaps presmre, after the
air has entered the carburetor, may be espeeted to explain these cha~~es of volumetric efEciency.
Such changes in charge temperature will not be completed in the manifold, but wfl continue
inside the cylinder, and n-ill aIter the volumetric efiliciency until the intake vah-e is cIosed.
ManifoId temperatures and pressures indicate the direction and magnitude of the density
changes? although the information afforded by them is incomplete, in that the final conditions
inside the cylinder are unknown, except indirect@ by means of ~ohrmetric efficiency. This
development is ihstrated by figures 3 to 10, inclusi~e, is outlined in the foIlowing discussion,
and is based upon data from a Liberty engine of 7.2 compression ratio when conditions were as
foIIows: 1,700 r. p. m., 14,000 feet aItiiude, 1 par% by weight of “X” gasobe with from 14.6
to 16.9 parts of air, spark advance 21.5”, jacket -water in about 65” C. (150° F.), out about
730 C. (160° F.), except for three of the several runs at higher air temperatures when jacket
was varied, both above and beIow normal.
The manifold temperature, measured afi the intake mike (fig. 3] is higher than the air
suppIy temperature when the latter is below about —7° C. (-!- 20° F.), because the jackets are
giving more heat to the charge than is abstracted by e~aporation of gasoline. With air suppIy
temperatures abo~e ttis the heat transfer from the jackets becomes Iess and Iess as the air
suppIy temperature approaches the jacket temperature, w-bile at the same time more and more
of the gasoIine evaporates in the manifold, withdrawing increasingly greaker quantities of heat.
(T. )
Figure 4 shows the ratio of absolute temperature of air supply to that of the manifoId ~
m
plotted against air supply temperature. If there ~ere no change in pressure drop from entran~e
to manifoId, this ratio wouId be a measure of the density change. Fi=wre 5 is the plot of abso-
Iute pressures of air suppIy and of manifold, and figure 6 is their ratio ~ aII versus entrance
air temperature. The pressures and their ratios change but Iit&le with air temperature, so
that the ratio of density in manifold to that at carburetor ~ (fig. 7) is practically the same as
the absolute temperature ratio # (fig. 4), and both have the same form, but -w!th a littIe
more than half the ma.titude of t~e -rohmetric eficiency change (fig. 9, a). The actuaI en=gine
performance, brake mean effective pressure versus air temperature, is shown on fl.ggre 8, Iower a
curve, and the indicated m. e. p. is the upper a curve. Curves b are compuked by taking the
m. e. p. at 0° F. as a starting poirt and assuming the m. e. p. to change in direct proportion to
the density of air supply. It is seen that them. e. p. (power) does not decrease as fast as the
air suppIy density when air temperature is changed at constant pressure. Curws c are com-
puted b-y taking the m. e. p. at 0° F. as a starting point and assuming the m. e. p. to vary in
direct proportion to the density in the manifold. This assumption (c curves) approaches the
,
——
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actual performance (a curves) more cIoseIy than does the assumption of power varying with air
supply density (b curves). lf the density inside the cylinder were known, it is quite probable
thtit the indicated m. e. p. would be found to vary directly with the density at beginning of
compression. Under the conditions of these tests the volumetric efficiency should be a measure
of the.aclxaltotaldensitychanges. Figure 9,a isthe actualobserved volumetricefficiency; .
b and c me computed on the same basisas the b and c curvesof figure 8.
It was of interest to see how the indicated mean effective pressure would vary witth air
supply temperature if volumetric efficiency could b.e kept constant at 100 per cent. In order
to imitate this condition the actuaI indicated m. e. p. values afi the several air temperatures
were clivided by the c.ozresponding observed volumetric efficiencies, the results being shown by
crosses on figure 10. To make a comparison with the assumptio[l that power varies with density,
the vaIue of 1~~” ~“flp”at 0° F. was seIected as a starting point, and the 1~~1”~flp’wduw at other. . . .
air temperatures were computed upon the assumption that m. e. p. varies directly with the
density, density being changed only by change of temperature. The results me shown by
circles on figure 10 and they coincide with the points (crosses) from the observed data. This
confirms the statement that a change of “temperature of entering air alters the power of t-m
engine only as it changes the density of the charge at the beginning of compression, provided
that the fuel is properly vaporized or pulverized at the time of ignition. But the recIuction of
power is not directly proportional to the increase of absolute temperature of the entering air
because at the same time there is a reduction of heat transfer from the surrounding media and
also a greater cooling effect because more of the fuel is vaporized before the intake valve closes.
The extent of these hTo modifying factors is determined by the design of the engine, the condi-
tions of operation, and the nature of the fueI empIoyed.
There can be no formula of universal application “%vhichwill convert the engine power or
torque actually obtained at one air supply temperature to that which would be obtained by
test at another temperature. However, for one engine, operated under constant conditions
except air temperature, and using one fuel, an empirical formula may be devised to convert
engine powel’ at one air temperature to the power. that wouId be obtained at another air
temperature.
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VI. EFFECTS OF CHANGE OF MIXTURE RATIO.
The subject of mixture ratios is receiving consi&wabIe attention at the present time. Thr
mixture of air and gasoline require cl for maximum power is known to be slightly richer than
that for maximum economy. Either too rich or too lean a mixtmre resuIts in a Ioss of both
power and economy. .
The effect of-change of altitude and compression ratio upon the proportion of air and fuel
for, say, maximum power is not definitely known. It is possible that Lho proportion giving
maximum economy at the ground may not be the same as that giving maximum economy at
another altitude, or with another compression ratio, or at another throttle position. The same
statement applies to the mixture for maximum power. If altitude and comprtwsion ratio
change the required proportion for a desired result, such change may be explained by the efle cts
of changed density and heat content of the charge at the time of qgnition upon the process of
combustion. Although no evidence of the influence of engine speed could be detccte(l on these
tests, at speeds from 1,200 to 2,200 r. p. m., still it is possibIe that the reIation of the velocity
of flame to piston travel may have some influence upon power.
This subject of mixture ratio involves the question of how much energy is li’oeratd by
the combustion of the fuel under the several conditions, Exhaust ~as anaIysis could WCIIbo
used in the search for more light upon the subjects. Anothor point to l-w considered is the
possible difference between the actual mixture ratio, defined as the measurwl air to mcasun.xl
gasoline, and the effective mixture ratio, defined as the proportions of air and gasoline actually
combining inside the cylinder.
At the present time data are being obtained in the altitude chamber upon tho cflccts of
change of mixture ratio, but among the oIder tests there are only a few with much rango of
mixture, as most of the runs were made with the carburetor adjusted for the hwt economy
consistent with the condition of maximum power. However, the tests upon tho 7.2 compres-
sion engine also included runs with the rnkture purposely mado considerably leaner than Lkc
maximum power acljustment, and some runs on the engines with about 5.4 compression aIso
included rich mixtures as wcl.1 as maximum power mixtures.
A general survey was made of the data from practically all of the older tesis, using basic
relationships. By basic is meant the fundamental relations betwwm mixture ratio ond the
indicated work resulting from unit weight of (1) gasoline and (2) air supplied. TIw use of
indicated instead of brake work placed the data from all the engines on a moro compmwble
basis and removed some inconsistencies resulting from variations of volumetric cfllcicncy.
The results of the general survey indicated that the work obtainable from unit wcigh~ of gaso-
line steadily increased as the mixture was made leaner until the ratio was about 18 or 20 to 1,
when the engine performance became erratic, probably due to misfiring. This erratic behavior
did not ahvays begin at the same mixture ratio for the various altitudes, compressions, etc.
The survey also indicated that the work obtainable from unit weight of air followed tho f mm
into which the usual curves of power versus ratio would convert; that is, the maximum power
is obtained from unit weight of air with a mixture perhaps slightly richer than tho thcoret.ical
combining proportion of 15 weights of air to 1 of gasoline.
Chided by these general relations, data were selected so as to segregate the various wwiablcs
as much as possible, still retaining comparable tests with varying mixtures. These am shown
in figures 1 and 2, plotted to the coordinates previously mentio~ed, namely, mixture. rdio
as abscissn for both plots, and ordinates of indicated work per pound of gasolil~e for flgurc 1
and per pound of air for figure 2. One plott or section of figure I is made with data from a
Liberty engine with 7,2 compression, another from a Liberty with 5.4 compression, and tho
third from a Hispano-Suiza 300-horsepower engine with 5.3 compression. All of the plots
of figure 2 are from a Libe~t3~ 7.2 compression engine, at different times and different altitudes.
In order to reach absolute conclusions it wiIl be necessary to cover Lhe whole rango of mixture
ratios at each compression} as this is a major factor. It is evident that altitude is also a
factor, probably of minor importance, and that speed changes of the magnitude of from 1,200
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to ?,200r.p. m. are absolutelyneg~~iblein alteringthe work obtainablefrom unitweigh~ of
e;thw airorfuelata givenmkture ratio.
Tle numericalvaluesoffigures1 and 2 shordd not.be usedfor commercial gasoline,as the
fnelused on allthese testswas one of high Volatility,complcyingwith the specificationsfor
z-i-;ationgasolineused during the war for export to the .+mericanlkpeditionary Forces.
The oi~xhich entersinto combustion in the atiationengines couId not be considered,
aItboughheat.balancesand gas an.aIysesboth indicatedthatin some casesthe oilisa consider-
ablesource of fuel.
The te.ntati~e. conclusions drawn from the study of mixture ratios are that the indic~ted
work obtainable from unit w-eight of fueI (the indicated thermal efficiency) increases as the
mixture is made leaner up to the point when weak mktures cause erratic engine performance;
anc~that the indicated work obkinabIe from unit weight. of air is at a maximum (meaning tlmt
mtiximurn power is obtained) at about the theoretical combining proportions of 15 parts by
weight of air to 1 of gasoIine, decreasing with cha~~e of ti~ture in either direction, but being
fairly constant from perhaps 14 to 16.
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VII, 13EATBALANCES.
The heat balance of an engine shows the disposition made of the energy supplied, and is a
vaIuable aid in making impro~ements in engine pmformance. The data obtained in the a.lti-
tude Laboratory permit accounting for most of the energy supplied, a.~ih is exceptiordy comple~e
in all respects. In this section a comparison has been made between the heat bfilauco obtained
from actual engine tests and that computed by thermodynamics from the corresponding theo-
retical cycle, indicating that the greatest possible improvement in thermal eflkiency can be
made by increasing the compression ratio.
A major portion of the potential energy suppIied is ‘actualIy made availabie to the engine
by the chemical process of combustion, but not all, as some of the elements or compounds
usually escape uncombined. And unburned fuel in the eshaust maybe of a different chomica]
nature from that supplied, in which case chemical changes represent energy changes. I?or
exampIe, if the exhaust contains carbon monoxide, aIcohols, or ald&ydes, they roprcsmi
chemical changes and also energy losses.
The thermal effic.ien~y of an engine is usually computed as the actual Worlidividcrlby the
chemicalenergy supplied. This fa.ilsto distinguishbetween the lossesduo to incomplotccmn-
bustionand the lossesdue to incompletetransformationfrom heat energy to work, l~or pur-
poses of analysis of engine performance it would be well to separate the efficiency of combust-
ion from the efficiency of transformation of the energy actually made availablo to -the mwha-
nism, the former probably varying more with change of operating conditions than dots the lattw.
One method of approximating the efficiency of combustion is by wsuming that all tho heat
made available by combustion’ appears in the total heat accounted for during an engino tcs~.
In these tests the energy accounted for is in (1) the brake power, (2) the cihaust heat, and
(3) the jacket water. Going more into detail concerning these items: (1) The delivered work
is the useful result obtained from the engine and needs no comment. (2) .The exhaust heat
was measured by water cooIing the exhaust gases to their original temperature and pressure,
and measuring the heat thus absorbed. Therefore, the exhaust heat does not iucludo any loss
due to inefficiency of combustion, as it is made up entirely of the sensible heat of all the products
of combustion, togetherwith the latentand superheatof the water Yapor. (3) The jacket,
losses were obtained from the quantity and the temperature rise of the cooling water. The
heat thus represented includes that taken directly from the combustion, from compression,
and from piston friction. As a great part of’ the friction loss is due to piston friction, a large
portion of the friction will appear as heat in the j acket water. It should be noted that t,ho sum
of brake thermal efficiency, jacket, exhaust, and radiation is 100 per cent of the hoa~ made
available,and that if indicated is substituted for brake thermal efficiency in ok taining the heat
available, then some of the friction will appear twice in the total. “Radiation, etc.,” includes
heat losses from the engine system by conduction, convection, and radiation. The ‘‘ radiatiou,
etc.,)’ excluding losses due to unburned fuel, is probably of the order of 5 per cent of the lmat.
made a-railable by combustion. If unburned fueI is included, the 10SSOSare, called “residual
heat,”
The energy accounted for in exhaust, jacket, and brake (an approximation of tho heat
made available by combustion) is used as a basis for computing heat balances in this chaptm,
as well as the usual basis of ‘(heat” supplied in the fuel. Both types of heat ba.laneo wore
compared and used as a means forstudying the effectsof altitudeand speed upon tho morgy
distributionin airplaneengines.Table 1presentsdata from the Liberty 1~-cylinderenginoand
TabIe 2 from the Hispano-Suiza model H, 300 h, p., 8-cyIinder engine. The tests covered tho
usual range of engine speeds at each of several altitudes, Bbth engines had about tho same compres-
sion ratio, a little more than 5 to 1. The tests were made under the usual standard conditions
of thealtitudelaboratorydescribedinpre~iouschapters.’The heatbalancesusingheatsupplied
in fuelas 100 per cent arebased upon the higherheatingvalueof the fuel. Whenever possible
and desirable,the indicatedthermal efficiencyisused in plac~of the brake thermal cdlicioncy,
as itgivesinforms.tonconcerningthe internalthermodynamic performance of tho engineunin-
fluencedby theunstablerelationofbrake powei tofriction. ‘
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Tables 1 and 2 present the items of the heat bahmces computed upon the two bases prwi-
ously mentioned, i. e., per cents of heat supplied in gasoIine and of heat accounted for in exhaust,
jacket, and brake. The last cok.mm of Table 1 is an estimate of the quantity of heat remo-red
in the lubricating oiI on the Liberty engine, obtained by noting the temperature rise of the
oil from irdet to outlet during the test, and subsequently deter mining the rate of flow of the oil
at ~arious engine speeds. Less than one-half of 1 per cent of the heat supplied is remo~ed by
cooling the oil.
Exhaust heat and indicated horsepower, as per cent of heat. accounted for, taken from
Tables 1 and ?, are plot&l zgainst air density (at constant temperature) on the upper section
of tlgure 1. D~ta from the Liberty en=tie are denoted by circks, and that from the Hispano-
Suiza enntie by crosses. In the preliminary pIotting of data with these same coordinates it
had been found that there was no systematic variation with speed, so the differentspeeds
are not distinguishedfrom one another. The lower sectionof fig-me1 issimilarto the upper
and isplottedfrom the same data,the differencebeirg that the exhaust and indicatedhorse-
power at the severaldensitiwareplottedagainstthe enginespeed. Etidently the two engines
are thermod.ynamica~y alike,and, within the Iimitsof speed,density,and experimentalerror
of thesetests,thereisno changgein the thermal utilizationof the heat made a-v%ihble to the
engines.
HEAT RE.JECTED ANCD GOXPEESSION RATIOS.
Tables 1 and 2 and figure I show that, the heat rejected in the exhaust of the actu%l engines
nearly coincides with the theoretical heat rejection of a perfect engine oper~ting on the same
rycle with the same compression ratio. On these engines there is little chance for th~ water
jackets to cool the exhaust after it leaves the cylinder. The heat rejected from the actual engines,
expressed as per cent of the heat accounted for, is practically constant for the several densities
and speeds. This agreement betw-een theory and test results Ied to the ta.buIation of data from
tests of enaties -with se-reral diflerent compression ratios, includ@ some of the fist tests made
in the aItitude chamber. Heat balaqces as computed from these tests with severaI different
compressions are gi-ren in Table 3, wherein the items are as foIlows:
EJB is the sum of the heat accounted for in the e.xhamst, jacket, and brake, expressed
as per cent of the heat supplied in gasoline.
E is the heat rejected in e.xhanst, expressed as per cent of heat accounted for in
exhaust, jacket, and brake.
J is the heat removed in jacket water, expressed as per cent of heafi accounted for.
B is the brake or dynamometer horsepower, express+d as per cent of heat accounted
for.
As friction determinations were not complete on some of the older tests because of Iack of
power, so the indicated thermal efliciemies are not gi-wn for &is group of tests. ln tabulating
the data for Table 3, a speed common to all tests was sought, but some of the tests were made
at 1,500 r. p. m., wMe others were made at 1,600. OR figure 2 the brake thgmrd eficienc;es
at a gi-ren range of a.ltitude~ me shown to increase with increase of compre~cion, but not quit-e
as much as would be expectedfrom the theoreticalcycle. L comparison of the threesections
of thisfigureshows that the highestthermal efficiencyoccursat the ground. ~his isbecause
the mechanical efficiencydeaeases with increaseof altitude,so the brake thermal efficiency
must decreaseLikewise;although previouswork indicates thafi the indicated thermal e%iciency
wouId be constant if based on heat a-railable.
B-y expressing the heat rejected in the exhaust as per cent of the heat ac.co&ted for, m in
TabIe 3, the data taken at different altitudes are reduced to a common basis for direct “com-
parison. These data are shown as points superposed upon the theoretical heat rejection versus
compression ratio cur~e on figure 3. Evidently the heat Iost in exhaust of actuaI engines is
T-w-y closely reIated to the theoretical heat rejection of the Otto c@e. The points plotted
on fi=we 3, being per cent of exham~t, jacket, and brake, will have vaIues slightly greater than
if expressed as per cent of true beak available, because the radiation has been omitted from the
former basis.
—
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CONCLUSIONS.
Of the heat accowted for about 54 per cent k eshausted and 35 per cent is tmnsformed
into Useful work with an engine of about 5.3 compression ratio. This distribution apparently
is not influenced by aItitude nor emggjnespeed.
Of the heat made a-raiIable by combustion, it is estimated that about 52 per cent is
e.tiausted, the same as the theoretical rejection for this Compression. The indicated work
accounts for about 33 per cent and the jackets remo~e about 15 per cent not including friction,
or about 20 per cent including friction. It is ako estimated that the losses due to imperfect
combustion are about 10 per cent or more of the energy suppLied when the mixture is adjusted
for masimum power, increasing at altitude, perhaps because of richer mixtures, perhaps because
of les-s complete combustion.
Increasing the compression ratio is the only method of reducing the exhaust losses, and
offws opportunity for ii greater gain in e~ciency than any other means, aIthough it. introduces
many probIems of its own, inchding an increased jacket loss as welI as the fueI problem.
TABLE l.—Heat balance.
LIEEETY AvIATIOX EiTGINE.
[Test No. 103-LWrty W@inder engine, eompcession 5.4.]
I
.
.Ak supply
density.
(777!s.[
titer.
L 17
L 17
L 17
L 15
1.16
1.16
L 17
L 16
L 16
L ZJl
L 20
1.29
L 23
L 21
L 1s
Km. 1 F@.
1.5 5,1m
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . ..- .
3.0 10,m
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . ..- .
. . . . . . ------- .
4.6 15>Cm
. . . . . . . . . . ..-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . ..- .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . -
. . . . . . .- . . . . . -
. . . . . . ------- .
6. I 23, m
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.6 25, cm
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.04
L06
I. m
.91
.93
.91
.93
.77
.77
.:4
.:!
. (LI
. ~4
. II
.69
.64
.61
.52
.54
Lbs.[[t.a
0.0731
.0T32
.0731
.0719
.0726
. ~~~
. oi29
.0727
.0725
.0751
. 07S
. Q.w8
.07il
.0753
. (m5
. fk3i8
.0664
. C&l
.0.569
.0565
.05.3$
.Oa!
. WI
- Q&l
.WM
. @4i4
.0471
.046-!
. 0s5
.04%
.Cm
- ~~
.032<
.033:
4
tigine
Spefd.
E.p.m.
1,225
1,K6
1,5%
1, m
1,794
1,693
1, w.
1, S93
1,9s9
1,617
1,699
1,703
1,697
1, i&O
1, &&?
1,692
1,610
1,693
1, 5s6
1, 6Ss
1,707
1,6’34
1, 6S3
1, 5s9
1,595
1,632
1, 6W
I, 6%
1,697
~ 70-2
1, am
1,704
1,702
1,595
E&t zeecunted fm
in exhaust jacke~
and brake.
k-f.Cd.[
sec.
IEa
R
2*-
qz 1
Z35
253
m
262
253
255
~~1
243
241
m
221
207
201
176
168
167
179
IJ~
150
136
124
Iq
MI
135
m
101
llo
71
73
xlicated hmw-
pO::ntsO er
F
Eeatw.
Xmted
b?.
33.9
35.8
37.6
35.5
34.6
37.4
35.0
35.0
34.4
32.6
34.1
35.3
35.0
35.6
34.3
34.0
34.8
36.0
33.7
35.9
37.0
34. ~
33.7
31.$
~. ~
34. ~
34.2
34.6
36.C
33.:
37. i
84. [
35.4
36. ~
Zee.t
M.
26.6
27.4
27.1
27=6
29.0
27.4
~. ~
2S. 3
25.5
27.7
2%8
26.9
27.3
2S. ‘2
291
23.1
25.5
30.5
26. ?
23.:
28.3
29.2
24.:
25. i
23!
Z&]
26.:
23. \
.24.{
25. i
24.:
20. !
14.:
16. (
khwit a2 per
cent of
[eatae
IImhzd
for.
53.2
52.6
53.2
54.8
54- s
55.4
54.5
55.2
546
55.1
X5
54.5
53.6
5&9
54.4
54.2
53.2
5.5.4
34.1
~. ~
~.:
53.2
43. E
52. i
~.:
51.:
52. ~
51.:
52.:
52. <
51. !
47. (
m<
~5. :
Efei3t
5up-
died.
M. 6
40.2
w. 3
42. T
46.0
40.6
4.4.3
44.8
40.5
47.0
46.2
41.7
4L 9
44.0
46.3
4449
39.0
47.8
M. 2
34. ~
4L S
40.8
349
45.1
3A 1
4L 6
39. a
&-. 8
35.8
35.9
32.9
28.9
22.8
25.3
iea 3e-
nlnted
for.
17.0
16.4
14. ?
15.7
16.3
13.8
16.3
16.0
17.7
li. 3
16.6
15.7
16.9,
16.1,
16.7
17.4
17.7
13.6
Is. 3
19.8
15.4
1s. a
25.5
. . . . . . . .
2L 6
22.1
21.1
21.7
19.8
21.6
19.0
27.0
21.7
19.8
Eeat
sup-
)lied.
13.3
12.6
10.6
lz. 2
13. ?
10. I
13.3
13.0
13.1
14.7
14.1
la. o
13.3
13.2
14.2
1~, ~
13.0
11.5
1.4.2
13.0
IL s
1A ~
18-3
18.6
M. 5
17.9
16.0
15.0
13.6
15.4
E. I
16.3
8.5
9. c
esidwd
Eat es
er cent
if hea
p%%.
21.5
243.4
27.7
21.6
15.7
26.2
1s. 2
1s. 5
25.3
14.5
15.0
23.1
21.3
17.9
14.5
16.9
26.2
1~ 9
21.6
34.0
22.9
22.9
27.5
L3. 9
32.3
18.2
23.4
‘m. o
30.9
33. I
35.8
38.9
w. 3
54.0
675
0.2
:;
.4
.4
.4
.4
. ~.
.5
.2
.3
.3
.3
::
.3
.3
.4
.4
.3
.4
.4
.5
.5
.4
.5
.5
.4
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
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I
Ton Altitude(rbbypri-
1
A- 1 GrounL . . . .
2 . . . ..do . . . . . .
3 . . . .. flo . . . . . .
4 . . . ..do . . . . . .
5 . . . ..do . . . . . .
11 . . . ..do . . . . . .
12 . . . ..do . . . . . .
B-25 . . . ..do . . . . . .
m . . . ..do . . . . . .
27 . . . ..do . . . . . .
2S . . . ..do . . . . . .
Em. Ftet.
A-13 1.5 5:030
14 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B-II . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A-M 3.0 10,000
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I+ 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A-17 4.6 15,030
18 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I=+ 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23 . . . . . . . . . . . .
!24 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A-19 f). 1 h, w+
22 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A-21 7.6 25, coo
~~ ..e.-. .--....
7 mm)
titer.
1..20
1.20
1.20
L 19
1.19
1.23
1.19
L 22
L 1S
L 14
L 11
1.02
106
L 05
.90
.90
.91
.76
.75
:%
.74
.72
.69
. 6S
.63
.64
.51
.53
Lh./fi
0.0752
.0748
.0747
.0744
.0741
.0752
.0746
.0760
.0734
.0712
.0693
;%!
.0657
. 05%4
.0565
.0566
.0474
.0472
.0476
. 04s1
. 0+65
.0450
.0432
.0422
.0393
.0400
.0321
.0329
TABLE 2. —~eat balance.
EISPANO-StlIZA AIRPLANE ENGINE,
[Test No. 162–Iiodel E engine, compression ratio 5.3.]
.
Engine
speed.
?.n, m.
1,421
1,642
1,814
1,979
f ;g
1; 796
1,793
1,774
1, w
1, S17
1,610
1,792
1,780
i,601
1, 80S
1,793
1,5$?1
1,793
1,786
1, 78s
1,802
1,757
1, m
1,797
1,620
1, m
3,782
1,599
Heat to jacket.
Tg. ed.1
see.
i8. 5
20.7
27.2
32.5
23.8
2’9.9
25.9
30.2
23.2
30.2
26.1
x.5
21.3
2&o
22.2
21.9
19. b
18.0
19.6
21.4
21.0
15.9
14.3
13.5
13.5
14.6
15.9
13.0
12.5
Zest accounted for
in exhaust, jacket,
awl broke.
.J
.
k-g. iw
$ec.
116
151
179
m
205
182
185
191
174
190
172
146
154
m
119
132
m
97
107
ul
us
101
9+
87
$3
%
5s
51
B.t.U.{hr.
2, m, owl
2,3 CF3,0CF3
215ffl, m
2,930, cm
2,935, cm
2, m, cm
2,640, WI
2,735, (00
2, 4s5, m
2,710, m
2,400, Cm
2,035, Ow
22235,MO
2,325, No
1, m, 000
I, 680, oa3
1,8 !5, W)
1,3 S3,WI
1,530, ml
l,5v3, m3
1, 6fY3,W
1,445,033
1,345, KHI
1,245, C(M)
1,23a, otll
993, O&l
1, ~(jfj, ~
821, rYxl
724, ml
Indicated horse-
olver as per cent of
Heat
:countet
for.
34.6
37.2
36.7
34.0
35.9
32.0
36.4
33.5
36. i
33. i
36.6
34.4
36.0
33.8
34.8
35.6
35.9
35.2
35.6
33.8
33.8
38.3
39. s
43.’4
41.5
36.6
35.2
35.7
37.2
27.7
23.4
27.7
2$.0
m. o
27.2
26.8
27.9
31.3
31.3
31.2
27.3
28.3
2%3
25.2
%;
25.9
26.5
26.5 ;
25.7
29.1,
24. !3 i
27.2
25.7 ;
g; ~
18. I
16.5
-
57.2
55.0
53.2
55.5
;; $
55:5
55.6
55. i
55.5
53. s
54.4
55.8
55.5
52.5
54.0
55.3
53.0
53.4
53.7
54.2
53.6
52,9
53.9
52.2
,51.6
55.3
53.8
N. 2
48.0
42.1
.io. 2
47. *
47.2
47.7
42.1
46.5
47. s
52.1
45, Q
43.3
42.7
48.3
38.1
40.8
42.8
3s. 1
39.7
42.0
41.4
40.7
33.8
33.8
33.>
27.4
37.3
24.3
22.3
19.6
23.5
22.7
14.6
10.4
140
24.2
16.3
13.7,
It:
2!3.5
23.4
13.0
274
247
22.7
2s.0
2a. 6
21. x
23.7
24.0
33.0
34. Q
35.6
.m.g
32.5
54. fl
55.4t
-
cOru-
prL-
5ion
atio .
~,j
5.3
5.3
.5. 4
L 2
5.3
i. 2
7.2
i. 3
$.3
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TABLE 3.-Suinmay of approrimde iwat bakmce.s.
E.TB= per eed of heat suppfied in fuel which is weouuted for in exhaw.t, jacket, and brake power.
E= per ceut of EJB which is in exhaust.
J= per eenb of EJB whfch is in “acliet.
LB=Per cent of EJB which is iu rake power.
Items.
ApprOSmate altitude.
Thousands of feet.
o
I
5-6
I
W12 I14-15 xl I 25 I 30
Kilometers. ‘
c1
91.5
53.3
23.9
25. S
g5. 4
55.9
16.4
27.8
ZJB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘._... _
E . . . . . . . . . . ..-. . . . . . . . ..- -
[------------------ --------
B . . . . . . ..-. ..-. -.. . . . . . . . .
EJB -------------- S5. 5
E . . ..-. -------- 55.1
r--------------- 17.3
B --------------- 27.6
EBB . . . . . . . ------- --------
E..-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-.-..
i . . . . . . . ..- . . . ----- . ..-.-..
B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------
$JB . . . . . . . ..-..-. --------
J -------------- --- --------
1-. . . . ------------- --------
B ----------------- --------
EBB. -.-.. -.. . . . . . --------
E . . . . . . . ---------- . ..-.-..
r------------------ --------
B ----------------- --------
Z.JB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S5. 6
E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50. k
f... -... -... -.- . . . . Is. 7
B.-. .-.. .-.. -.. -.. 31.0
EBB -------------- --------
E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
--------- -------- . . . . . . . . .
)- . . . ..- . . -------- . . . . . . . .
;JB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------
. . . . . . . . -------- . . ------- -
<. . . . . . ----------- . . . . . . . .
1.7 I 3.5 ‘L5
1
— —
84.0 .%- 6 --------
55.2 55.4 . . . . . . . .
17.3 18.1 . . . . . . . .
2i. 6 %.5 b-.. . . . . .
79.5 72.6
54.4 52.5
16.1 1%6
29.5 %. o
p. 3 . . . . . . . .
C12.2 . . . . . . . .
1s.4 . . . . . . . .
II
2%4 . . . . . . . .
73.8 is. 4
5s.2 54.1
17.7 1s. 3
29.2 \ 2i.6
72.0
5s.0
ls. 5
~:
37.6
51.0
2Z4
2s. s
81.8
51.3
%+
101.1 %3.6 t.- . . . . .
50-~ 49.6 . . . . . . .
24.1 25.5 . . . . . . .
25.1 24.9 i... -...
73.3 . . . . . . . .
51.5 . . . . . . . .
18.7 .-... -..
2%9 . . . . . . . .
90. I . . . . . . . .
49.2 -.. . . . . .
22.0 -.. . . . . .
I
29.0 --------
35.7 . . . . . . . .
50.4 . . . . . . . .
18.6 --------
I
31.1 . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.- .-. . ------- .
. . ..- . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . ----- .
. . . . . . .---.-.-
------ . . . . . . . .
n. 1
4s. o
22.4
29.7
9s- 4
w. 4
m 9
2s. 8
~g
4s. 4
~~
22.4
94.0
~. 2
2L s
2s. 1
77.3
46.6
Z2. o
31.5
6.1
M 3
52.2
22.6
25.1
53.2
51. E
22.0
27.5
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
------
. . . . . .
64.2
51.8
19.0
2s. 2
93.4
2:
24.0
7.5 9.2
— —
. . . ..-. W. c
. . . . . . . 53. c
------- 2-L s
. . . . . . . 22.5
4.L6 . . . . . . .
~f
.
25.2
al. 9 -------
55.3
18.3
26.5
46-0 -------
55.2
19. g
24.4
_..._~ 77.:
. . . . . . . . 43.3
. . . . . . . 35.3
xl. :. . . . . . .
69.7 . . . . . . .
43.2
.2&O
2a9
%.3 -------
q. J
25.9
26. s
S2. 1 . . . . . . .
46.5
%.6
2i. 1
.-
,!2. J . . . . . . .
47. %
g- 1
?s. 7 . . . . . . .
43.0
z. o
30.2
Eu@e-HisPauo
Sam or LIWY.
H.-S.lF,O. . . . . . . . .
Er.-s.3w . . . . . . . .
EL-s.lso . . . . . . . . .
J.iherty . . . . . . . . . .
E.-S.lM. . . . . . . . .
E-s.lw . . . . . . . . .
Liirt.y. --------
Llmwty.. . . . . . . . .
H.-S. lW. -.. . . . . .
H.-s.lso. . . . . . . . .
Test
Xo.
31
162
163
m
32
m
152
152
165
164
Engine
speed
ipprOsi-
mate].
?.x. P.
1,503
1, m
1, WI
l,EOO
l,WO
1, m
1, em
I, ml
1, WI
1, em
FueL
X gas.
X gas.
x gas.
x gas.
x gas.
x gas.
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